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Mari Swaruu: Hello everyone, thank you for being here with me again. I hope you are
all happy and well today. I am Mari. This information can be seen as science fiction or
as the viewer sees best, and I post it for entertainment purposes only. Still, I take my
information very seriously for whoever has eyes to see.

Since the higher Galactic Federation Etorthan representatives arrived in Earth's orbit
last December 31st, they organized teams of their helpers, mostly from the Alfratan,
or Centari race, to go to each one of the largest starships belonging to each one of
the stellar races in Earth's orbit, which, at this time, there are 900 or more ships that
exceed 1 kilometer in length and therefore are considered as major starships. This is
why the visit of the higher Galactic Federation Etorthan detachment is called an audit
or a major revision.

They claim that it is to prevent and stop illegal practices against the people of Earth.
Yet, as seen from another perspective, it is a highly invasive procedure for all the star
races that orbit Earth because they must open their ships, which are their homes, to a
detailed inspection and revision of everything they have inside and what equipment
they possess and use. It's like if the authorities came in to search your house.

In the past few days, the Galactic Federation has declared that they managed to stop
a human smuggling operation which was being conducted by regressive grays from
Orion who were passing off as harmless Zeta Grays. This sounds very good and
cheers for that. Yet, from here, we see no proof at all that any such thing happened
other than the official Federation notice. And, for what really matters and what
concerns us here, is tangible things, real verifiable events that do reflect upon an
improvement of the quality of life of the population of Earth. 

So, all that we see from here is more of that Galactic Federation of Light garbage and
empty promises that always state that a big change in favor of humanity is right
around the corner because they arrested who knows how many bad people and
liberated this or that high amount of young humans who were in captivity. They are
always making things up so the gullible people stop taking things into their own hands
as it is all solved. All they must do is wait and be patient.

The great liberation of humanity is always scheduled for tomorrow and, as the saying
goes, tomorrow is the thing that is always approaching and never arrives. Nothing
they say is provable. There are no facts, no positive tangible results. They are only
official sugarcoated statements and it all looks a lot more like a white hat strategy and
excuses all to gain more time.

Moving on, well, as it was to be expected, this next finally happened. After the
Federation search parties revised several hundreds of starships in Earth's orbit, they
finally came to Toleka. Well, they haven't actually arrived here yet. What they did was
send a notice that this ship and our second large vessel, Saska 1, were now
scheduled for a revision. They did not mention our escort destroyer Vigilant Eagle,
perhaps because she is not big enough because they are searching only the ships
that exceed one kilometer in length as if bad things wouldn't happen on smaller



vessels. So their search strategy doesn't make any sense there either.

The Etorthan detachment stationed in the Andromedan biosphere ship Viera has sent
us a message stating that they want to meet with Alenym, Nai´shara and me in
person, so we should go to see them at the Viera immediately. This invitation order
extends also to anyone with enough rank and influence in the Taygetan detachment
present in Earth's orbit, but they mentioned Queen Alenym, her sister Nai´shara and I
specifically.

They said in their message that we should understand that they are no longer the
same people as they were before and that whatever wrongdoings other members of
their Etorthan race may have done should not be transferred to them, the ones here.
The disputes and disagreements they had with the Urmah happened a long time ago,
and the Etorthan race has evolved a lot since then. So, I, Mari Swa, must go to meet
them in person so I can see that they are good people, so I can go back and write an
essay to publish here on my YouTube channel stating my change of mind about the
Etorthans and how they are. They specifically mentioned them wanting me to write an
essay in their favor. 

After the message was received, Alenym and Nai’Shara sent a message back to
them stating that we were not going to comply with their demands because of our own
ethical reasons and that we would not allow a search party on board any of our
vessels either.

After that message was sent, the local Galactic Federation Andromedan
representative in the Viera talked to Alenym and Nai’Shara, intervening in favor of the
Etorthans, turning things around against us, stating that we were non-cooperative and
even cruel because the Etorthans were doing everything they could to get closer to us
to prove that they are positive and loving and that we were reacting unfairly, shutting
our doors on them.

This turn of events is even using sentimental manipulation against us, exploiting our
empathy because we were hurting Etorthans´ feelings. But, as far as I understand,
they do not have any emotions, right? We see this more as an Andromedan
emotional interpretation manipulative transfer against us. During this talk, Alenym and
Nai’Shara remained calm and firm with their non-cooperative stance and decisions. 

Right after this happened, Alenym ordered the shutdown of all muon communications
from all Taygetan ships. This means that no one can communicate with us through
any standard interstellar communication technology or device, isolating us here until
further notice to prevent any further attempt to manipulate or to coerce us. The only
communications still running here are the internet, obviously, which partially also uses
muon technology, and Taygetan internal communication systems connecting Toleka
to Saska 1 and to our escort destroyer, Vigilant Eagle. Alenym also still has a running
direct line of communication with the Urmah king Ruhr in his ship, the Avyon 1, who
also shut down all muon communication devices only in solidarity with us as they do
not really need to do that because the Federation already knows how stubborn those
space cats are and can be.

For those of you who do not know, muon communication technology is the system
that is most used by all interstellar races in space and consists of using coded pulses
of muon neutrinos to transmit information through long distances as they travel
through the ether and therefore are faster than light. Another way of describing this



muon technology more directly and clearly is to see it as a communication system
based on coded gravity pulses. Lepton muon neutrino generators are used as means
to create the gravity pulses which are the ones that travel through space through the
very high frequency ether. No one uses radio and microwaves out here; that's ancient
or only when communicating with people of Earth.

This insistence of the Etorthan detachment for me to go meet them has caused many
theories and conclusions here. It looks like this simple YouTube channel has made
much more of an impact than what we thought at first because it looks like what is
being said here has bothered them quite a bit. Perhaps it had something to do with
those other few star races who are now starting to ask questions about the real nature
of the Galactic Federation, of their Etorthan representatives, and their infamous
search audit they are conducting now.

The Galactic Federation representatives also stated that we have no right to impose
the way we think and our opinions on others, but it is we who are thinking differently
and all the others are only following the same official narrative repeating and obeying
the same garbage, and it is we who are only defending our right to think differently. It
is them who are trying to normalize us. It is them who are trying to impose their
narrative only because it is generalized. And, as the saying goes, and as Nai’Shara
pointed out just yesterday, if everyone has the same opinion, then no one is thinking.

The Etorthans and the rest of the Federation, this time through the Andromedans as
well, are manipulating perception against us, using sentimental manipulation in their
favor, turning us into the bad ones of this story simply because we do not agree with
the dubious and shady procedures of the Federation, local and at large. We have not
said that we did not want to talk to them. We clearly ask them to please talk to us
through human-built video conference technology because we do not want to be
mind-controlled by them all.

We know that Etorthans, among other races, cannot help but be telepathically
invasive when they impose the whole concept on you while they also use the spoken
word. In this aspect, they cannot help it; they see it as part of the natural process of
communicating with other people. The problem is that we do not want to have our
minds messed up with, as we can see that is happening with other races such as the
Andromedans, who, even though are very telepathically strong, appear to be very
cooperative with them and the rest of the Galactic Federation, perhaps because they
are being the hosts to the Etorthan detachment as they are staying with them in their
biosphere ship, Viera.

Through the years, this group has been offering the Galactic Federation several
perfectly detailed and well-planned strategies to manage Earth and its problems in a
much more positive way. For example, by being mentored by a coalition of Lyrian
space human empathic races. But we have always met either with rejection from the
Federation or simply by indifference and by being ignored. We are never taken into
account for any decisions being made. They never hear what we have to say, always
belittling us or twisting and turning things around in their favor in a completely
unethical way. With this, also ignoring the fact that we too are members of the
Galactic Federation.

We are also limited by the Galactic Federation to be able to travel, overfly, or land in
certain parts of the Earth, with this controlling us even more and limiting our range of
action. They also limit, restrict and interrupt communication with our friends, starseeds



and family on the surface, also forcing us to inform our every movement and even
stop all extractions until further notice because they must study each case in detail
before authorizing it.

Advanced souls on Earth, mostly starseeds, have demonstrated time and time again
that they are evolving and willing to evolve even more, and have become compatible
with a much more harmonious and peaceful future full of good things for everyone,
including technology that would work for them and for the advancement of a better
quality of life for the entire human race. Therefore, it is their right and their will to be
aided and helped in their spiritual evolution by the Galactic Federation controllers of
Earth, and not hindered and sabotaged by them all the time and every two minutes as
it happens today.

And the very same thing happens to us here, to my group, as the Galactic Federation
that is now using emotional manipulation against us is also sabotaging and hindering
all our work and our efforts all the time. They even use dirty tactics such as removing
all the money the Galactic Federation had assigned to us, as they assign a budget to
all the star races that must operate on Earth. Because, as all of you know very well,
without money you cannot do anything down there on the surface. 

This leaves us with no choice but to either retreat back to our planets of origin, mostly
Temmer and Erra, or figure out a way to make money ourselves to be able to finance
food for everyday consumption here, needed gear and movement budget whenever it
is necessary to do something there. With this, the Taygetans became completely
dependent on me, on what I write for my YouTube channel and on your donations,
and I deeply thank you for them. All of you are keeping us here in near Earth orbit and
on YouTube because it looks like I am the only one who can write in the way which is
needed at this time here.

This problem is a lot bigger because the decision-making has been restricted to only
the main races of the Galactic Federation, at least here, four of them who are not
even members of the Lyrian human family. And the rest must only comply with what
those decide and by the rules, regulations and values they may have, and who
impose them onto the rest of us with no regard to our opinions and personal points of
view as star races who are also Galactic Federation members.

The simple fact that the Galactic Federation-controlled governments implement so
many countermeasures to hinder and stop the spiritual growth of a large group of
awakened individuals on Earth is proof that they do see a strong spiritual evolution in
the masses that make up humankind. Therefore, the collective consciousness is
expanding. But they fail to see that denying souls their freedom to expand their
consciousness and freely choose which path to follow without any intervention from
the Cabal or the Galactic Federation or anyone else is going against Source itself. It
even looks like the basic problem on Earth is that the Galactic Federation does not
consider human beings to be real holographic fragments of Source but rather simple
avatars artificially created to play a video game whose setting or game map takes
place there on Earth. 

We will continue to be here for as long as it takes, leaking as much stellar information
to humankind as we can and helping in every way we can.

In the last piece of space news for today, the Taygetan supply and assistance ship,
Saska 2, a large Saska-class multi-purpose vessel, is on arrival right now and on final



approach to dock side by side with her sister ship, the Saska 1, which is also docked
with Toleka right now. So, it looks like we will be three large ships docked together
and one smaller one, the Vigilant Eagle, escorting us nearby.

The Saska 2 will unload Taygetan supplies, raw materials and spare parts so Saska 1
can remain here longer to complete the repairs it is performing on Toleka. It will also
take away back to Temmer what is left of the badly damaged fighter ship Hungry
Gunabul, and it will also dock with the Vigilant Eagle to deliver supplies and spare
parts as well. And then it will return to Temmer in Taygeta in a few days.

I must stress that although the Taygetan supply ships do bring some supplies, we are
still completely dependent on Earth even for food, as not all of us can eat or consume
what the Taygetans bring, me included.

This will be all for my present report. As always, I will keep you informed of any further
developments. As always, thank you for watching my Toleka news video and for
liking, sharing and subscribing. I appreciate this a lot, and I hope to see you here next
time. Take care.

With much love.

Your friend,

Mari Swaruu


